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ABSTRACT 

 
This paper presents an assessment of usability of Control and Programming Environment (CPE) of a 

remote mobile robot. The CPE is an educational environment focused on computer programming education 

that integrates a program development online tool with a remote lab. To evaluate system usability, 

empirical test was conducted with computer science students in order to identify the views of users on the 

system and get directions on how to improve the quality of interface use. The study used questionnaire and 

observation of the evaluator. The degree of users’ satisfaction was measured by using a quantitative 

approach that establishes the average ranking for each question of the questionnaire. The results indicate 

that the system is simple, easy to use and suited to programming practices, however needed changes to 

make it more intuitive and efficient. The realization test of usability, even with a small sample user, is 

important to provide feedback on the system's user experience and help identify problems. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Learning to program is a difficult task, especially for beginners [1]. Evidence of that is the high 

failure rate in disciplines related to this subject [2]. As a way to enhance learning, Husain et al [3] 

and Wu et al [4] suggest an increase in hand-on practice activities.  However, the intense practical 

work required in programming is only sustained if the student is properly motivated [5]. To help 

in programming education, it developed the Control and Programming Environment (CPE) as 

part of LARA (Remote Laboratory in Virtual Learning Environment) project that integrates 

remote laboratory of mobile robotics with online tool for development program.  

 

Remote labs are hardware and software systems that allows drive and control real experiments via 

the Internet. They have successfully been used in various disciplines of science and engineering 

[6, 7]. As an educational tool, remote laboratories should enable students to conduct their 

activities and make all the observations necessary to achieve the learning objectives [8]. 

However, its application in the programming education is little explored, few remote labs provide 

resources to support the activities inherent in this discipline.  
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A programming environment must allow access to tools that provide the building and running 

programs [9]. The remote laboratories described in [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] allow only run 

programs. An exception is the SyRoTeck laboratory [16] allows the development and test 

programs using the NetBeans Integrated Development Environment (IDE) installed on the user's 

machine. However, for introductory courses simple programming tools should be used so that 

students do not spend too much time learning tools [9]. Therefore, the interaction with the 

software should be natural and intuitive providing good usability [17]. 

 

According to ISO 9241-11 [18], usability is "the extent to which a product can be used by 

specified users to achieve specific goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a 

specified context of use". Usability is a quality attribute related to ease of software use [19]. It 

refers to the capacity for learning and memorizing software, use efficiency, propensity degree to 

error and user satisfaction [20].  

 

Usability evaluation is an important step in the development of software systems, especially for e-

learning environments, it is a way to ensure that the system is adapted to the users, their tasks and 

that there are no negative results of its use [21]. To evaluate the usability of a software an 

empirical method or an inspection method can be used. In empirical methods, real end-users use 

the software (or a prototype) to perform a set of predefined tasks while the tester records the 

results for later analysis. In this case the evaluation of usability should happen in the last stages of 

the development process as a full or partial implementation of the software is required. The 

inspection methods do not require the participation of actual end users, the inspection is carried 

out by expert assessors verifying compliance of software artifacts with a set of usability 

guidelines [22]. 

 

The CPE is designed to allow programming students to perform practical activities in a simple 

environment, intuitive and easy to use. To ensure the quality of the proposed solution, a usability 

test with beginning students of the Computer Science course was held to know their opinion on 

system and identify improvements in their quality of interface usage. 

 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the system and 

its main components. Section 3 describes the usability test applied to evaluate the CPE's user 

interface. Section 4 presents some discussions about the results of the usability testing and, 

finally, in Section 5 we present our conclusions. 

 

2. CONTROL AND PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENT (CPE) 
 

Remote laboratories use real components or instrumentation in a different location from where 

they are being manipulated. This allows them to be applied both in the classroom teaching and in 

distance education. The user accesses and controls the computer lab and then manipulates the 

equipment, makes observations, tests the conditions and collects experimental data. The 

installation of video cameras in the laboratory allows the user accompany real-time execution of 

the experiment. Modern remote laboratories use architecture based on the client-server paradigm 

and have a typical set of components: the controlled object (experiment, instrument or 

experimental model); equipment and instrument devices that allow data acquisition and control; 

lab server computer that provides control and monitoring of the experiment; the server that 

connects via the Internet between remote users and the laboratory server; the web camera server; 

and a client application that allows the user to access the experiment through a web browser 

[23,7]. 
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The LARA CPE is a remote laboratory of mobile robotics integrated into a programming 

environment. Its architecture is shown in Figure 1. The robot is a line follower and rescue car 

based on the rules of the Robotics Brazilian Olympics (OBR) in the practice mode [24]. 

Communication between the robot and the laboratory server is performed via wireless network. 

The lab server is implemented in Java and run on a CubieBoard minicomputer. It is responsible 

for compiling and sending code for the robot, as well as opening and closing the serial 

communication. The LARA server is responsible for the connection between the user and the 

laboratory. The communication with the laboratory server is made through socket. For the 

development of LARA server were used: Apache web server, PHP5, HTML5, CSS3, MySQL, 

JavaScript and NodeJS. An IP camera is responsible for transmitting the images to the user in real 

time, for this VLC Media Player software is used. 

 
 

Figure 1. CPE architecture 

 

CPE allows the user to access and control a mobile robot using a web browser. To access the 

robot, the user must login the system and make a reservation. The reserve consists of scheduling 

date and time of the experiment session. An experiment session is an interval of time allotted for 

the user to use the robot. The user starts the session when accessing the remote laboratory on time 

and reserved. During an experiment session the user can create a new code, open the sample code, 

compile a code, send a code to the robot, open a code that is on your computer and save a code on 

your computer. In addition, the user can watch the performance of the robot through the camera, 

receive feedback compiling via the console, send data to the robot through the serial, see which 

people are online in the system and talk to them by chat, follow the countdown of the session time 

and leave the remote lab.  

 

Users access the features of the CPE through the graphical user interface (GUI) shown in Figure 

2. GUI is divided in the following areas: 1 – toolbar, 2 – code editor, 3 – courseware, 4 – code 

examples, 5 – camera view, 6 – console that displays compilation of information, 7 – serial port 

and 8 – chat.  The toolbar allows you to create a new code, compile a  code, send  a  code to 

robot, save a code, open a source, open a serial port, open / close a  camera, open  a  chat, check 

people online, follow the session timer and leave the environment. 
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Figure 2. CPE user interface 

 

3. USABILITY TESTING 
 

The methodology used to develop the system was an adaptation of XP (eXtreme 

Programming) that in addition to software testing, predict the system usability testing. 

Other steps proposed by this methodology are outside our work scope and will not be 

described here. 
 

The CPE usability testing sought primarily to assess the user's performance with the software, the 

goal was not to reach statistically valid results, but to have directions on how to improve the 

quality of the interface usage [25]. These tests were performed in the laboratory where the 

evaluator has greater control over the environment and user's activities. 

 

The CPE usability testing process follows these steps: determining the objective of the evaluation, 

task selection, selection of participants users, preparing the material for the test, test execution 

and results analysis. 

 

The objectives of the CPE usability testing were: Identify the views of users on environmental 

interface and its features and verify the effectiveness of the system to control the robotic device. 

Because it is a virtual learning environment and focusing on teaching programming language, the 

CPE must be accessible regardless of the degree of knowledge in virtual environments a user may 

have. 
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The selected tasks were:  open the code file created in an earlier practice session, read the file 

instructions and check users’ understanding, transfer the code for the robot, verify that the robot 

executes instructions in accordance with the code, and send commands to the robot via a serial 

port. 

 

Following the recommendation in Nielsen [26] and Turner et al [27], we selected five users 

among UESB undergraduates of the Computer Science Course, who attended the first semester 

and were more than eighteen years old. 

 

The test was conducted in the course lab and the following resources were used: a computer with 

Internet access and running logging program, an evaluator test script, tasks and an assessment 

questionnaire for the user, a stopwatch, a recorder, a pencil and a pen. After testing, each user 

answered questionnaire. 

 

The metrics used in the preparation of the questionnaires and accompaniment script and 

observations of the evaluator were: subjective satisfaction, graphic layout, navigability, 

terminology, task execution time, task completion rate. 

 

The first part of the questionnaire consists of five multiple-choice questions that aim to know the 

user's profile for the use of digital resources (beginner, intermediate, advanced), the use of virtual 

learning environments, age, programming knowledge and experience with robotics. 

 

The second part of the questionnaire was used to obtain users’ opinion about the CPE. It consists 

of twelve questions, with the first ten multiple-choice and two open ones. In the multiple-choice 

questions, the user specified the level of agreement with the question using a Likert scale of five 

points [28] (1: Strongly Disagree; 2: Disagree; 3: Neutral; 4: Agree; 5: Strongly Agree). The 

questions were: 

 

1. Were you satisfied regarding the use of the system? 

2. Were the layouts of the screens useful to the interaction in the system? 

3. Were the information arranged in an organized manner? 

4. Did the messages that appear on the screens help you to complete tasks? 

5. Were the instructions for commands or functions objective unambiguous? 

6. Were the instructions for error correction objective unambiguous? 

7. Is the system easy to return to a previous state? 

8. Is the system easy to learn? 

9. Were the command names and uses easy to remember? 

10. Does the system have flaws? 

11. What is your impression on the control module screen for robotic devices? 

12. What would you change in the interface? 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
 

All users who participated in the test completed tasks and answered all questions. They were 

between eighteen and twenty-five years old, had never used a virtual learning environment, 

considered themselves beginners in programming and had no experience with robotics. Two 

students considered themselves intermediate in the use of digital resources and the rest of them 

considered themselves as beginners. Table 1 shows the responses of users to the second part of 

the questionnaire. 
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Table 1. Users’ opinion about the CPE 

 

Question User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4 User 5 

1 5 5 4 4 4 

2 4 5 4 5 4 

3 4 4 4 4 5 

4 5 4 4 4 4 

5 4 5 4 3 4 

6 4 5 4 4 4 

7 4 5 4 5 3 

8 5 5 4 4 4 

9 4 5 4 5 5 

10 2 2 2 3 2 

11 They are easy to 

display and 

interaction, but 

the size of the 

screen that 

shows the robot 

could be 

expanded 

The screens 

were of great 

help to that 

there was a 

better 

experience than 

was being 

proposed. 

First access, the 

control module 

screen looks 

very accessible 

to any user with 

little knowledge 

in the area. 

I noted that it 

will be very 

interesting 

because it will 

give the user the 

opportunity to 

see your code 

work in practice 

without even 

being close. 

Easy to interact, 

satisfactory. 

12 The system 

takes to respond 

to commands 

would be 

interesting to 

add something 

that increases 

the speed of 

response to 

commands 

The interface 

has everything 

you need and is 

easy to 

understand for 

those who are 

using, so would 

not change 

anything. 

Apparently 

nothing. 

Some buttons 

could be more 

objective. 

I found the 

interface 

satisfactory, so I 

did not change 

anything. 

 

The degree of users’ satisfaction who tested the CPE was measured by using a quantitative 

approach that establishes the average ranking for each objective question of the second part of the 

questionnaire. The average ranking (R) was obtained by calculating the weighted average for 

each question, based on the frequency of responses as shown in Equation 1. 

 

                                      (1) 

 

Where: 

 

    - R – average ranking 

   - vi – answer value i  

   - fi – frequency response i 
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The R values greater than 3 are considered concordant and R values less than 3, as discordant. 

The result is shown in Figure 3. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Average ranking of CPE satisfaction 

 

Questions 1-9 had a mean ranking greater or equal to 4, which means that users were satisfied 

with the use of CPE. The layouts of screens help in the interaction with the system, information 

and messages are helpful and are organized, the instructions are objective, the system is easy to 

learn and commands are easy to remember. Question 10 obtained ranking equal to 2.2, it shows 

that the system has a few flaws.  

 

Although the general evaluation of the system has been very good, open answers and observation 

of the evaluator indicated some aspects that needed improvement as shown in Table 2. Upon 

entering the environment, the user has no information on where it is. Users had a little trouble 

finding the button to compile the code. The resources to return the system to its previous state 

needed to be expanded. The sample code is not easily found. The system presented a failure 

because, while compiling the code, warning messages appeared on the console, but the code was 

written correctly. Users had difficulty finding the serial communication window and punctuated 

the need to improve system response speed.  

 
Table 2. Usability flaws detected 

 

Flaw Description 

Graphic layout Page title 

Terminology Label the buttons 

Navigability Find the sample code and find serial 

Error  Incorrect alert message 

Task execution time Delays to show the execution of the robot 
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Based on these indications, the following changes to the system were suggested: 

• Set the environment name in the top of the page. 

• Change the text of the labels command buttons to get more goals.  

• To facilitate the return of the system to its previous state: put the robot's back button in 

the toolbar to starting position and provide the option to undo (ctrl + z) in the code editor. 

• To facilitate the location of examples, to create the "Examples" button in the toolbar. 

• The alert message from the system is not an error, but can cause frustration on the user. 

This problem was corrected in the laboratory server.  

• To make serial communication window more visible, to put it next to the console tab. 

Serial communication tab should automatically enable or disable to indicate whether it 

may or may not be used.     

• To increase system response speed, to improve configuration LARA server and connect it 

directly to the central switch of UESB network. Despite these measures, it is important to 

note that at a speed web system also depends on the user’s network latency. 

• As the CPE is used within the Moodle1 learning environment, it is not necessary to 

maintain the area of teaching materials.  

 

Figure 4 shows the proposed new CPE interface with the changes described.  

 

 
 

Figure 4. New CPE interface  

 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

Learning to program is a difficult process that requires a high load of practical activities. The CPE 

LARA was created to help in this process. It is a web system designed for teaching programming 

that incorporates in a single environment basic functions of IDE to access and manipulate a 

mobile robot. It allows developing applications for a real robot and view its execution. The 

system usability test was performed by five beginner students of computer science in order to 

verify the remote robot programming effectiveness and efficiency and possible improvements in 

                                                
1
 https://moodle.org/ 
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the interface. The results showed that users consider the CPE interface simple and easy to use and 

even with a small sample various using problems were identified.  

 

The realization of empirical usability test was essential to give the CPE development team a 

feedback from users about the use experience of the system, to point improvement to make it 

more intuitive and efficient and show that it is possible to use it in computer programming 

education, in addition to showing the importance of developing educational software focused on 

the user. Yet it was also observed that the use of inspection test during the phases of software 

analysis and design can detect and correct primary errors as the lack of page title. 

 

Currently the system is being used by students of computer science (UESB), discipline Algorithm 

and Programming I. Future work includes assessing the performance of students using the CPE. 
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